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Its the thirtieth anniversary of THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, and now DC Comics presents this classic
title in a newly redesigned edition! Ten years after an aging Batman retired, Gotham City has sunk deeper
into decadence and lawlessness. Now, when his city needs him most, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of
glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenaged Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant
gangs that have overrun the city. And after facing off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker and Two-
Face, for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his former ally, Superman. The original

4-issue miniseries is presented here in its entirety.

After it neutralized nearly all of its targets it was snatched by the Ratty Poodle and used in the plot to frame
Batman by the Penguin. Frank Miller. Directed by Jay Oliva.

The Dark Knight

FMV Sale History. Some might say that its actually Batman Year One but thats what Frank Miller followed
up with and the success of DKR obviously influenced the tone of Year One.So there you go. Batmans body is
more forceful but so is his mind and Miller brings all of Bruce Waynes personal. A powerful new selfguided
computerized Batrang was used by Batman to dispatch several Red Triangle Henchmen. The Dark Knight
Returns is one of the most iconic and influential Batman comic book stories of all time. the Marylandborn
Miller considers Batmans adoptive daughter in Dark Knight Returns. The story depicts Bruce Wayne as an
old man coming out of retirement to be Batman again. She is also a supporting antagonist in the animated
film adaptation of The Dark Knight Returns. This masterpiece of comics storytelling brings to life a dark
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world.and an even darker man. Part 1 httpsyoutu.bezYGPZs7ovsA. Batman vs Superman.
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